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Dr. Dodge
To Speak
At Assembly
i;.

PARK'S''

1NL CAMPUS

1

Vesper Service
Slated Sunday

Dr. Homer L. Dodge, internationally known scientist, educator,
lecturer and author, will speak at:
an assembly in the Memorial
Gym Thursday morning, Dec.
15, at 10 a.m.

Glee Club To Take Part
The University Glee Club, under
the direction of Professor Lewis
Niven, head of the department of
music, and the University Orchestra,
under the direction of Earle R. Melendy, are included on the program.
Soloists with the chorus will be
Charles Fassett and William Hutchins.

The lector will be Fred Newhall.
Decorations of evergreen trees and
boughs and Christmas lights will again
be under the supervision of Professor
Roger Clapp, of the horticulture department.
Major Event
The Vespers program has become
one of the major events on the University calendar and as usual a capacity audience is expected. The public is
cordially invited to attend.
The program follows:
PROGRAM
(The congregation will please remain seated throughout entire proPASSENGERS WANTED
gram)
To Boston, Needham, Mass., and Prelude: Christmas Overture
vicinity, Mike Michelsen, 411 Oak
Coleridge-Taylor
Hall.
The Orchestra
To Boston and vicinity, Jack Laing, Antiphon: 0 Come,0 Come Emmanuel (Fauxbourdons by Sleeper)
Phi Kappa Sigma, phone 6-4479; Brad
Sullivan, North Dorm 5, phone
Plainsong
The Glee Club
To Gray, Maine, Henry T. Merrill,
Processional: Adeste fidelis
409 Hannibal Hamlin Hall.
T;.-. Ipswich, Mass., Edwin Damon,
Portuguese
The Congregation, Glee Club
101 Oak Hall.
To Providence, R. I., Vince Overand Orchestra
lock, 406 Hart Hall.
The Prophecy: Chapter IX: 2, 6, 7
To Stamford, Conn., Vince Rioux,
Isaiah
11 Holland St., Bangor, phone Phi Hodie Christus natus est
Eta Kappa.
(Double Chorus)
Palestrina
To Hartford, Conn., S. Atkins, 411
The Glee Club
Corbett Hall; Cy Miller, 215 Hart Three Songs for Christmas
Hall, phone 6-4424.
G rundman
To White Plains, N. Y., and viciniThe Orchestra
ty, Howie Lyon, North Dorm 6,
Hymn to the Virgin
Bortniansky
To Los Angeles, Calif., Ed Hansen,
Air for Tenor: Lord, my thanks to
Phi Eta Kappa.
Thee (Cantata)
Bach
To Presque Isle, Maine, N. B. BartPlanets, stars and airs of space Bach
lett, TKE, phone 6-2401.
To New York City, Bob Saia, North Lo, how a rose e'er blooming
Praetorius
Dorm 12, phone 6-4419.
Polish
To Rumford, Island Pond, Vt., Wonder, Wonder
The Glee Club
Montreal, Canada, W. R. Upton, 829
Union St., Bangor, phone Bangor The Christmas Story: Chapter
II: 1-14
St. Luke
RIDES WANTED
To Providence, R. I., Benjamin Joseph Lieber, Joseph Mein German
Flanagan, 221 Corbett Hall; Paul Go Tell it to the Mountains
Piggott, 331 Corbett Hall.
Negro Spiritual
To New York City and Philadel- La Sommeil de l'Enfant Jesus French
phia, Bob Kratz, 301 Dunn Hall.
Three Kings
Spanish
To Harvieland, Ky.. Jim Harvey.
The Glee Club
343 Hart Hall.
Christmas Fantasie
Grossman
To New York State. Dave Campeau.
The Orchestra
(Continued on Page Eight)
Recessional: Joy to the World
Handel
Nunc Dimittis: Chapter II: 29-32
St. Luke
Response: Silent Night. Hol,
,
Night
t;ruber

Students Sign
Yule Ride Pool

University's Six Sororities
Pledge 71 Women Students
Bear Cagers Bow
To Bowdoin In
Home Opener

s Tosscco Co.

The University's 28th annual Christmas Vespers service will
be held Sunday afternoon, December 11, at four o'clock in Memorial
Gymnasium.
Over 160 Maine students will take part in the program of
Christmas music which will be televised live for the first time by
station WTWO-TV, Bangor.

To Speak On Education
Dr. Dodge will speak on the subject,
"Education Behind the Iron Curtain;
A Challange to America." He will
discuss such points as life inside the
Soviet Union, food and dress of the
Russian people, home life of the Russian people, their attitudes toward the
United States and the Russian government, and the Soviet education system.
Dr. Dodge, organizer and present
Dean of the School of Engineering
Physics at the University of Oklahoma, and his son, Norton Dodge, a
graduate student at Harvard University, recently returned from a month's
Among the candidates for Mr. Campus Chest are, top left,
visit to the U.S.S.R.
Robert Provencher; top right, John Edgar; bottom left, Robert
Make Survey Of Soviet Education
Libby; and bottom right, Irwin "Injun" Hyman. Two other candiThe father-son team has made the
dates, Russell Brown and Thurlow Cooper, are also competing for
the title.
first and only survey by Americans
since World War 11 of Soviet education. The Dodges traveled throughout
European Russia visiting Moscow.
Leningrad, Stalingrad, Kiev, Rostov,
Kharkov, and the hinterland. They
talked freely to Russians, without
official escort or interference.
Students will be excused from third
The Masque's "Good News:' a rollicking musical comedy based
period classes on Thursday, Dec. 15,
to attend the assembly. The lecture on the romantic problems of a football hero, opened to an enthusiis open to the public without charge. astic audience last evening at the Little Theatre.
0 The play, although generally well
done, was slow at times.
James Howard was very competent
as the football hero, and Ellen Hay
was especially appealing as the lovesick Constance Lane. Carol Loud and
Jack Dion came through with a riotous comedy scene and Ronald BurnThe University's six sororities pledged 71 women students, ham, the bumbling freshman,
drew
mostly freshmen, in bow pinning ceremonies yesterday.
laughs whenever he appeared on
Alpha Omicron Pi, Carolyn J. An
stage. Roger Frey was magnificent as
derson, Janet L. Collins, Anne K.
Charles Kenyon, the softhearted colMartin, Nancy L. Roberts, Jean F.
lege professor. In fact, every member
Ulmer, Judith A. Ward, and Merrill
of the cast turned in a fine performA. Warren.
ance.
Delta Delta Delta, Anne Betts.
The song and dance numbers,
Linda E. Bowden, Donna C. Fossett,
though well done, were a little slow
Enid M. Marshall, Gail E. Perkins.
in the opening scenes. The choreogDale A. Stevens, Patricia A. Stiles,
raphy by Miss Eileen Cassidy was
Ante Vomvoris, Norma V. Whiting.
excellent, though the dances were
Maing their home debut for the rough in spots. The sets and costumes,
Carlista Winters, Eugenie K. Wood1955-56 court season, Coach Hal depicting the '20's, were highly amusward, and Elizabeth Prentiss.
Phi Mu, Patricia J. Benner, Rose- Woodbury's basketball Bears lost to ing.
mary E. Crozier, Sheila E. Darcy, Bowdoin in a foul-packed, hard fought
74-71 contest played in Memorial
Suzanne Dunn, Marietta L. Garey,
Gym yesterday afternoon.
Lillian R. Grant, Ruth E. Hersom,
Over 50 personal fouls were comConstance L. Hurley, Cynthia Hussey,
mitted
in the State Series tilt which
Ingrid M. Jadamowitz, Robin K.
saw the two Bear combinations disWard, Martha M. Welch, and Janice
playing an abundance of spirit, but
Costain.
lack of polish. Both squads were
Omega,
Constance
L.
Chi
Charest,
1
ragged in shooting, but the Polar
Joyce M. Crockett, Joan Elizabeth Bears found a lot more accuracy
from
Dow, Dorothy C. Foster, JoeIla A. the free throw line than did the Pale
LaFaye, Anne Jane Nagem, Joyce M. Blue quintet.
Pagurko, Sheila J. Pelosi, Mary Ellen
The home optimr started slowly,
Sanborn, Vola Jane Saunders.
but as the game progressed both teams
L.
Nancy
Zeta,
Ashmon,
Delta
opened up and the pace held fast and
Lois Anne Brown. Donna M. Chad- furious until the final whistle sounded.
bourne, Joan M. Currier, Hazel M. Early Lead
Gray, Minnie M. Kinney, Judith Ann
Maine took an early 16-7 lead in
Kitterage, Dorothy L. Lovely, Elinor
the first portion of the initial 20
L. Luce, Dorothy B. Merrill, Gladys minute half, but Bowdoin made
a 12
Mersereau, Elizabeth A. Plaisted, point
comeback on free throws to
Leslie S. Spalding. Mabel A. Spinney, come within one point of the Black
Evelyn L. Stevens, and Jane Welch. Bears, and the score stood 20-19. A
Pi Beta Phi, Judith Adams, Mar- rapid exchange of baskets from the
jorie A. Bancroft, Ann Cruickshank, floor jumped the halftime score to 34Joann R. Dumont, Deanna M. Dun- 33 with Maine on top by one marker.
Judith Fleet, Anola C. Griffin,
fee,
The second half went nip and tuck
as.
Ellen Ilay and Roger Frey practice a comedy routine for "(.00d
Helen L. Inman, Marianne Schmidt, until Glover sparked the Polar Bears
News," the 1920 musical which the Masque is presenting this week
Sally E. Springer, Carol Stevenson, to ten straight points, putting Bowat the Little Theatre. The play, centered around a football frame,
Judith Webster, and Sandra Pendle- doin ahead 64-54. Maine quickly
has a large cast including chorus and dance groups.
bounced back
ton.
(Photo by Johnson)

Masque's 'Good News' Scores
Hit With First Night Audience

he-

Number 11

Chest Drive Reaches
11% Of $2700 Goal
Norman Lapointe, chairman of the
Good Will Chest Drive, has announced that 11 per cent of the $2700
goal has been raised.
According to Lapointe this is approximately the same amount as had
been raised at the same time last year.
The chairman urged students, faculty and administration who have not
contributed to the drive to do so
soon as possible. The drive ends Sunday. Dec. 11.
Lambda Chi was the first fraternity
to reach their 100 per cent goal. Lapointe said.
He also announced
that Theta Chi has exceeded its goal
of 100 per cent by 16 per cent.
A Good Will kick-off meeting was
held in the Louis Oakes Room of the
Library, Sunday evening, December 4.
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WSGA Interprets
Rule Concerning
Bermuda Shorts

Around The Campus

The WSGA. in an open letter to all
women students, said in part: "We
would like to feel that the women students of Maine will be discreet in the
choice of their apparel.
"We hope that each woman student
will assume the individual responsibility for living up to the standards
which she feels she would like to see
all the women students at Maine observe. We hope she will exert social
pressure to maintain high standards,
and that she will make adult decisions."
The present ruling regarding dress
of women students states: "Dungarees,
slacks and pedal-pushers shall not be
worn to classes or to meals except
when specified by the WSGA."
The WSGA has interpreted Bermuda shorts to be included in the
above ruling.

Shibles, head of the School of Education, said today.
Arranged by Howard G. Richardson, director of driver education for
the State Department of Education,
the course is designed primarily for
teachers who wish to qualify as instructors in driver education for
Maine's secondary schools.

Memorial Union Plans
Annual Christmas Party

The Memorial Union will hold its
annual Christmas party for students,
faculty and children in the Main
Lounge of the Union at 7 p.m., Dec.
IS. Santa Claus will distribute some
500 gifts, and carol singing and cartoons will be presented for children.
The Modern Dance Club, the Varsity Singers and songs by Sylvia MacKenzie will be included in the enterThe Yule-tide spirit will invade the
tainment, with Duane Dow as master
campus next week in the form of
of ceremonies. Refreshments will be
Christmas dinners for men and womserved and a record dance will follow.
students living on campus.
en
Freshman girls have 9:30 p.m. perResidents of the girls' dormitories
missions to attend the party.
will be treated to a steak dinner on
Wednesday, Dec. 14, at the usual
time, six p.m.
Residents of the men's dormitories
A special Driver Education Course will be served a steak dinner in the
will be presented at the University men's dining hall on Dec. 15.
from December 19-23, Dean Mark R.

To Serve Dinners

Plan Driver Course

• Curtis Plans Meeting

•

SKLAR'S

For Ski Enthusiasts
Ski coach Ted Curtis announced
Tuesday that a meeting for all
freshmen and upperclassmen interested in skiing will be held tonight at 7 in the trophy room in
Memorial Gym.

DELICATESSEN AND CREAMERY
— Gift Packages For Every Holiday Occasion —
All Kosher sandwiches to take out
Bangor, Me.

Dial 6740

117 State St.

•

Grand Gift
FOR
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Tri-Delts Seeking Funds To Aid
Adopted German War Victim
Clemens, an 11-year-old German boy, needs help again this
year. He is a tragic product of World War II, in delicate health due
to years of undernourishment and chaotic living conditions.
Adopted By Tri-Delts
Because of his helpless situation,
the members of the University's chapter of Delta Delta Delta sorority,
through the Save the Children Federation, Inc., have adopted him.
Before the war Clemens' family
lived in Silesia, a part of Germany
which is now occupied by the Russians. In 1945 they were driven from

their home by invading Soviets. Since
they had to flee hurriedly, practically
none of their personal belongings
could be saved.
After their dreadful flight, they
found primitive refuge in Lubec, a
town in Schleswig-Holstein in the
north of West Germany.
Clemens' father, Albert Harbig, was
called for military service in 1939.
Since 1945 he has been a prisoner of
war—held by the Russians.
With no father in their home to
take care of them, Clemens, his
mother, and his sister, Angela, 9, have
had to live on meager support which
David Williams from the Monsanto does not even pay for the bare necesChemical Company in Springfield, sities. In order to support the family
Mass., will be the guest speaker at a better, his mother works part-time and
meeting of the American Institute of does domestic chores. But even with
Chemical Engineers on Wednesday, these additional, irregular earnings the
December 14, at 7:00 p.m. in 362 family has practically nothing.
Aubert Hall.
Threadbare Quarters
Mr. Williams graduated from the
They live in threadbare living quarUniversity of Maine in 1951 with a ters, primitively furnished, but manBS in Chemical Engineering. His age always to look neat and tidy.
topic will be "Chemical Engineers in
The children go to a school where
Production."
Clemens,
alert and bright-eyed, has
All freshmen in the college of Techearned a very high academic standing
nology are invited to attend
and is especially interested in athletics.
Tri-Delts adopted Clemens last year.
During this past year Clemens has
written letters to the group in German which express his thanks and
gratefulness to his "sisters across the
sea." The girls feel that, all things
considered, this project is not only
worth while but extremely heartening.
"Through this relationship with our
German friend." says Kathleen Black,
Tri-Delt president, "we feel we are
doing a small part in understanding
peoples of the world and are coming
closer to the world peace for which
we are all striving."
But in order to adopt Clemens this
year the sorority must again send the
Federation $120. To earn this money
for Clemens, the sorority is planning
their Christmas Sale for Tuesday,
Dec. 13, in the lobby of the Memorial
Union. Since June the members of
the group have been making articles
for the sale. Argyle socks, dolls' IP
clothes, cap and mitten sets, and
scarves will be included in their merchandise.
In order to reach their goal the
girls must sell all articles.

Williams To Address
Chemical Engineers
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Teachers Hear Whitney
Professor Walter Whitney, of the
English department spoke in Presque
Isle, to teachers of English in Aroostook County schools last week.
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Holiday Flash Outfit
Kodak Pony 828 CAMERA

COMMERCIAL BANKING

Brownie 8 mm MOVIE CAMERAS... 837.50 & $46.75
Brownie Hai•keye CAMERA
Kodak Pony 135 Outfit

SERVING
EASTERN
MAINE

$6.95
$44.95

FILMS
Black and whio•
and colored in

The largest store iii
the largest state in
New &gland

all -.lir,including

8 hIm movie film.
FLASH HOLDERS
FLASH BULBS
ETC.

It's a pleasure to get to know OLD SPICE AFTER SHAVE
LOTION. Each time you shave you can look forward to something special: the OLD SPICE scent —brisk, crisp, fresh as
all outdoors ...the tang of that vigorous astringent—banishes shave•soap film, heals tiny razor nicks. Splash on
OLD SPICE — and start the day refreshed!
Add Spice to Your Life,..Old Spice For Men

SHULTON

New York • Toronto

TRUSTS AND ESTATES
You are invited to join your
friends and neighbors in becoming a customer of this modern banking institution.
Open an account today and
enjoy our friendly and efficient
services.
An account with a progressive bank is considered good
business.

THE MERRILL
TRUST COMPANY
Member
Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
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BY CAL GERALD

with Mrs. Cook and Prof. and Mrs. Eastwood and Mr. and Mrs. John
Nichols.
Houseparties are on again, marking Frank Beyer chaperoning.
Theta Chi held a formal dance Frithe beginning of one of the year's
A night club atmosphere prevailed
busiest social whirls. Several houses day, too, with Ted Kegelman in at SAE Friday at the fall houseparty.
had their parties last weekend and the charge. Bob Simpson and his band Approximately forty couples danced
others will follow suit this weekend. provided the music and chaperons to the music of Terry Keef and his
It's almost time for Christmas parties, were Mrs. Philbrook, Prof. and Mrs. orchestra. Chaperons were Prof. and
too, with dorms and fraternities al- David Huntington and Prof. and Mrs. Howard Dickey, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Rhoads.
ready making plans for them.
Paul Kinsey and Mrs. Charlotte
Sammy Saliba and his orchestra Gracile. Donald Funking was in
Last Friday night, Phi Eta held its
annual Indian party, with Nat Dia- played at Delta Tau's formal dance charge of arrangements.
mond and his orchestra playing for Friday. Chaperons were Mrs. Marion
"The Big Whirl" at the Memorial
the braves and their squaws. Duane Barron and Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Union Saturday night was another big
Dow was in charge and chaperons Martin. henry Morton was in charge. success. The stag dances there
are
were Mrs. Annie Cook and Prof. and
The Maine Outing Club held a gaining in popularity, it seems.
Mrs. Frank Dalton. Saturday the skating party Sunday at the MOC
Phi Mu held an exchange supper
outing was held at Woodland Castle, skating cabin, and dinner was served
with Phi Eta Kappa Nov. 30 in the
late in the afternoon. Mr. and Mrs.
Balentine recreation room. The soJohn Nichols chaperoned. Skaters
rority provided entertainment and rewill be glad to know that the cabin
freshments were served.
will be open every evening except
Last Thursday night the Sigma Chis
Tuesday for the remainder of the seaentertained the Phi Mus at a spaghetti
son.
Sigma Nu held its annual fall house- supper, and entertainment and singColonel James T. Walker, head of
the Military Department, announced party Friday night, with Gordon ing followed.
a new list of cadet promotions in the Smith in charge of arrangements. Sid
PINNED: Sally Sneed to James
University's Reserve Officers Training Breechet and his band played for the Moore, Sigma Nu; Doris "Chris"
members and their guests and chap- Loonier to Ronald Herzberg, Tau
Corps.
Four cadet captains were promot- erons were M/Sgt. and Mrs. Earl Epsilon Phi.
ed to the rank of major, 20 lieutenants to the rank of captain, and 16 to
the rank of first lieutenants.
Harold R. Gerry, Volney T. Gilpatrick, Jr., Earl R. Gowell, Jr., and
Gregory Peck and Virginia
Eben B. Thomas, battalion comman- Mayo will star in the Union's
ders, were named to the rank of cadet movie for this weekend. The
majors.
film, "Captain Horatio HornThe following were promoted to blower," is the story of the fathe grade of captain: Paul Abbott, mous captain of the British Navy
Richard Crommett, Richard Hawkins, and his exploits while on duty.
Elwood Hewes, Joseph Mawson, Jerry
The movie will be shown at 7
Pangakis, David Schlieper, Arthur and 9 p.m. Friday and Saturday.
Allen, Dino Galiano, Larry Heggen,
Frank Hickey, Richard Mosher, David Petherbridge, John Small, Donald Paul Firlotte, Maurice Hickey, Victor
Beattie, Henry Hartpence, Kenneth Lonn, Ralph Stephenson, Richard
Henrikson, Denis McCarthy, Donald Beaumont, Jr., Robert DeVeau, LesMott, Bruce Reed.
ter Fogg, Lloyd Hubbard, Charles
The following were promoted to Rearick, Edson Blodgett, James Erthe grade of cadet first lieutenant: vin, Hiram Gerrish, Gilbert Leslie,
Richard Bangs, Bradford Claxton, Foster Shibles.

Walker Announces
Cadet Promotions

ORONO BIKE & HOBBY
CENTER
Photography—Cameras & Equipment
Art Material
Model-Making Kits & Supplies
Bicycles—Repair & Sales
Pay us a visit — — — Soon!
Corner of Main & Mill Sts., Orono
•

ihitney, of the
oke in Presque
glish in Arooslast week.

PIZZA HOUSE
Full Menu—Italian and American Food
Delivering all food and drinks
Women's dorms
Orders received by
9:30—Delivered from
10 - 10:30
No minimum

Men's Dorms and Fraternities
Orders received by
10:30—Delivered from
11 - 11:30
No service charge
Call Orono 6-2100

PARK'S'
HARDWARE
& VARIETY
ono, Maine
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IN THE AIR...
ON LAND...
AT SEA...
For the nation's defense, the
Armed Forces call on Western Electric to apply telephone technology to the
manufacture of electronic
controlled weapons. .. like
the fabulous guided missile
• NIKE (shown here) and
other air, ground and sea
radar systems. Besides producing these new weapon,
Western Electric advises and
instructs on their installation, use, and maintenance
through its Field Engineering Force (F.E.F.). In the
air, on land and at sea ... in
the U.S. or abroad ... you'll
find Western Electric-made
equipment and men of the
F.E.F.working with the
Armed
Forces.
•

EVEMORM

SKYPATH FOR
WORDS AND PICTURES
Pictured here is one of the many stations in the Bell System's new nationwide radio relay system for beaming
telephone calls and telecasts coast to
coast. It is Western Electric's responsibility to make and install the complex
electronic equipment needed. This is
another example of our job, as the
manufacturing and supply unit of the
Bell System, to provide the thousands
of things that make good telephone
service possible. It's a job that presents
an unending challenge to our engineering staff.

\\.

DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING

For the week of December 5,1955
To

Co-Captains JACK SMALL and JIM DUFFY
For leading the 1955 Maine grid squad

a progresidered good

This "brave" and "squaw" were among those attending Phi
Eta's annual Indian party last Friday evening. Phi Eta was one of
five fraternities which held Fall houseparties last weekend. Most of
the other houses on campus will hold their parties this weekend.
(Photo by Reed)
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to another state series Championship
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

Modifying telephone systems for nation-wide dialing
requires months of make-ready. Working with technical men from Bell Laboratories and Bell telephone
companies, Western Electric engineers develop and
plan the manufacture and installation of the intricate
equipment needed for change-overs. Shown here is an
automatic switching bay being manufactured in one of
Western's 16 plants.

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 63647
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Greinlens 'Haunt' The Library
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Tho reference room of the librar is suffering from gremlins.
Magazines are disappearing almost as fast as they are placed
on the shelves.
The long finger of suspicion is pointed at "us students."
The staff of the library is convinced that the sticky-fingered
gremlins are disguised as students.
Seriously, though, the library is paying $10,000 a year for
subscriptions to magazines. This is a lot of money in any man's
language.
If you take off with one of the magazines, you are depriving your fellow students of that issue. In addition, you are fouling up the bound volumes that are necessary in research.
The library spends another $5,000 a year to have all the
magazines bound in volumes. If one copy is missing, more
money is spent trying to locate or replace it.
Replacement cost for any one issue is almost double the
current price. Prices range from 500 to $3.00 per issue.
When you leave the reference room,leave the magazines on
the shelves. If you do this, it'll be there when you want to read
it again.
The library staff will be happy to see their well-stocked
shelves, and little gremlins will just fade away from the
"haunted- reference room.

Coeds Adopt Tank Look'
The first snow is here and the coeds have turned out in
their winter finery.
This would be O.K. except that most of the women look
like Sherman Tanks out on field trials. The conglomeration of
bulky coats, jackets, ski wear and coveralls makes the average
coed resemble animated barrels.
It's colorful, to say the least—but, frankly, it's hard to tell
whether they are human or not.
Headgear adds to the general confusion. Babuschkas, sailor
hats, scarves, stocking caps, fur chapeaus and other original
concoctions adorn the campus female's head.
Meeting one of them early in the morning is enough to
make a man throw a three cornered fit out of sheer horror.
Ah, well, winter is here and the Sherman Tanks are cruising the Mall.

The Maine Campus
Published Thursdays during the college year by students of the University
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BY JOANNE LARSEN
AND WAYNE JOHNSON
Question: Do you think there
should be a three minute warning
system before the end of each class
to allow professors to wind up their
lectures?

j
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Answers:
Mimi Ilersom, also a sophomore,
approves of the idea and says that it
would allow students the full ten
minutes between classes, which can
be most important when you have to
go from one end of campus to the
other to get to your next eass.
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Instructors And Questions
On many occasions some instructors get impatient with
students' questions. The instructor, many times, considers the
question stupid and irrelevant. Sometimes they even say so.
This unresponsive attitude of some few instructors towards
questions tends to discourage future inquiries from the student.
It also makes him feel as if he is not getting much out of the
class which later results in poor work in the course.
We believe that there is no such "animal- as a stupid question. It just doesn't exist!
When a student asks a question in class, he is entitled to a
civil answer. Courses and teaching methods are set up to encourage and arouse curiosity and a desire to learn.
Why then kill a student's interest by saying -It's irrelevant,"
"That's not connected with the subject," Not pertinent" or
"We'll cover that later" (which rarely happens).
Let's give the student a little credit for making an attempt,
at least, in asking intelligent questions.
Many times inquiries pop up because the instructor has
not presented the course material in a clear manner. It is, therefore, his responsibility to clarify the subject in question. This
should be done willingly and patiently.
We'd like to see a more cooperative attitude on the part of
these few instructors along this line.
It is a foregone conclusion that "The teacher is sovereign in
the classroom" but a word to the wise is not out of place.
Students and instructors alike will benefit by closer cooperation on the question-answer issue.

Omni

by Dick 0:!- !:Jr
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W!:.1:N YOU SAID YOU'ED TAKE CARE OF C1.0511'
MEANT YOU HAD A PoRM KEY°

The

How To Get An 'A'
BEvE F0WL1E

How do you get a top grade in a
course?
Ask any instructor how to get a top
grade in his course and he will probably say something like, "Prepare
your work carefully and regularly;
review systematically; be resourceful
and supplement your assignments with
outside reading." Ask the "Dean's
List" student how he gets those fabulous grades. He will probably say
that he puts his studying first and
"digs" every night.
Now ask me. I tell you that you
can get good grades—very good
grades—by using those books to
every advantage and at every opportunity.
But if you really want the top
grades—those big fat A's—do not
depend entirely on your books. Study
your instructors, my friends. Study
them carefully and regularly. Go
about it systematically; be resourceful
and supplement your courses with
your own observations and those of
others.
An instructor is just another human
being. He admires certain traits displayed by his students. He expects
certain small courtesies and respects.
Before you go into a course, ask
around. Get concrete evidence about
your instructor. Find out such things
as to whether or not he'll knock you
down a grade if you are constantly
absent or late. Does he like his papers
assigned passed in a little ahead of
time? Or perhaps does he want a
paper at the time he has stated and
only at that time? Does he seem to
favor a student who volunteers information frequently in class or does he
seem to prefer that the student speak
only when spoken to? On his exams,
does he want information just as he
has given it in class and handed back
word for word or does he like the student to show some originality and
evidence of individual reaction and
thought?
To illustrate a case in point, let
me tell you about a situation that
happened here at the University several years ago.
A student found himself in an unfortunate position of either electing a
certain course or remaining an undergraduate eternally. The student could
by none of the usual means get out of
taking the dreaded course. Not only
did he have to elect it but he had to
get an honor grade. His major objection in this course was the instructor.
The most frustrating factor was
that students who had taken the course
had traditionally received poor grades

Anita Ramsdell, class of 1956,
feels that it is a good idea in that it
would give professors time to finish
the day's material and dismiss the
classes on time.

in spite of diligent study and respectful attention. No one could seem to
get an A and few came out with B's.
Our gentleman decided that since
the course was a -must," he would
somehow do well. He began by looking into the "classroom and preparation" situation. He found that the
instructor wanted the student in class
at every meeting. The instructor appreciated papers received a little before the deadline. On exams, the
instructor wanted the information just
as it had been delivered in class with
no original theories or hypothesis.
The instructor was a stickler for detail.
John Sumpter, class of 1956.
Our young man went into the course would like to see this system put into
bearing all these things in mind. He effect and reminds us that because one
never once let his attention wander professer rlms overtime a stuleat may
from the lecturer. He was always he late for a prelim in his next class.
present. He was never late. For his
term paper which concerned some
data about a small town in the state,
our student spent a week end in that
town, talking with the people and
looking at actual records and other
data. And once finished with his research he returned with his paper rich
in detail and documentation. He
handed it in to his instructor a few
days early.
There were people in his class more
brilliant than our young man. There
were those who asked more intelligent
questions and demonstrated clearly
more ability in their knowledge of the
course material. There was, however,
only one who received A, our young
"Sin" Pelletier, a junior, is also in
man.
favor of the warning system and says
This does not mean that a student that it would b.: a help to professor
should listen to all the petty remarks and student alike. Students wouldn't
and gripes that float around about be so apt to put on coats and gather
each and every instructor. None of us up books while the professor is still
like them all. An instructor cannot lecturing, if they knew they would get
out of class on time.
please everyone.
Instructors are just like every other
human being.
It is up to the student to find out
not only what his instructor expects
him to do but also how he expects
it to be done.
Therefore I say to you—"Study
your books for a B ... study your instructors for an A."!
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25 YEARS AGO
Maine Masque presents Jerome K.
Jerome's "Passing of the Third Floor
Back." Prof. Mark Bailey is directing
assisted by Herschel L. Bricker. E.
Raymond Bradstreet has the title role
of the stranger.
Annual Military Ball sponsored by
Scabbard and Blade will be restricted
to 200 couples in order to avoid congestion on the dance floor.

All

Sophomore John Robbins says
students' main complaint is that many
students are late to their next class, or
nearly so, because a professor has run
a class overtime in order to finish his
lecture.
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lAgale Society
Initiates 11
New Members
Francis McGuire, director of Plant and Facilities, has listed

Students Can Aid Snow
Removal, Says McGuire

several ways that students with motor vehicles can help snow-plowing crews in snow removal on campus.
Use Dunn,Corbett Lots
According to McGuire students
should make maximum use of the
Dunn and Corbett Hall parking lots,
leaving the entire area in the vicinity
of the athletic field fence vacant.
When plowing becomes necessary the
latter area could be cleaned first. The
dormitory students would be then
notified in the dining halls when to
move their cars into the cleared areas.
The Plant & Facilities Director said
if a student's car can not be started,
he should notify the superintendent of
buildings and grounds, and arrangements will be made to have it moved.
Cars should, however, be in running
order at all times. Cars should be
moved back to their usual location as
soon as plowing is completed.
Hart,Oak Lots
Students now using the parking lots
at Hart, Oak, and Hannibal Hall,
should shift to the Dunn or Corbett
Hall lots for the winter if they want
their automobiles available at all
times. If this suggestion is not complied with, some vehicles may become
plowed-in.
Students should refrain from parking in any location which will impede
movement of snow plows. Examples
are the approach to the infirmary,
fraternity drives, driveways of Estabrooke Hall, and South Apartments.
These areas should be free of cars,
especially at night, during the winter
months.
Cars at South Apartments should be
parked as far off the road limits as
possible because these streets are congested and difficult to plow.

Block Prints
Being Shown
Forty color block prints and graphics by Hilda Katz will be exhibited
in the Print Room in Carnegie Hall
during December. The exhibition has
been arranged by Professor Vincent
A. Hartgen, head of the art department.
Now living in the Bronx, N. Y.,
Hilda Katz has exhibited her prints
in many galleries and museums in this
country and abroad.
She holds membership in the Audubon Artists, Society of American
Graphic Artists, Connecticut Academy
of Fine Arts, Philadelphia Watercolor
Club, Boston Printmakers, and Albany Print Club.
She has been the recipient of many
prizes and awards for her work including awards from the Society of
American Graphic Artists

Veterans' Checks Ready
eteraus' office has anThe
000000 need that Veteran students
may pick up their checks at 206
Library after 9:30 a.m. Friday,
December 16.

Debate Results
Are Announced
Professor Wofford Gardner has announced the results of the intercollegiate debate tournament which was
held recently at Tufts College.
The affirmative team of Betty Buzzell and Lester Reid won over Tufts,
while losing to Vermont, St. Anselm's,
Harvard, and Dartmouth.
Negative debaters Richard Barter
and James Hambleton beat Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston University, and Colby, and lost
to Middlebury and Smith.

IThven students %%ere initiated into
Alpha Zeta, honorary agricultural !•ociely at the University, on Monday
evening. Undergraduates who have
completed one and a half semesters of
study in the College of Agriculture
and who have maintained a standing
within the upper two-fifths of their
class are eligible for membership.
Members of Alpha Zeta are selected
upon the basis of leadership, character,
and scholarship.
Those initiated were Floyd Burrill, Atkinson; Robert Cruickshank,
Needham, Mass.; Joseph Dell, Port
Washington, N. Y.; Norman Fuller,
Livermore Falls; Eugene Grassle, E.
Sullivan; Robert Hodgdon, South
Brewer; Richard Keirstead, Gardiner;
Gilbert Levesque, Fort Kent; William
Manck, Baldwin, N. Y.; Ethan Moore,
Newbury, Mass.; Robert Parker, Port
Washington, N. Y.

Union Calendar
THURSDAY,DE(:.8
A1EE and IRE, 7-9 p.m.. Bangor.
Student Safety, 7:30-9 p.m., Lown.
Prism Pictures, 11 a.m.-5 p.m..
6:00-8:20, Bumps
Forestry Club, 7-9 p.m., FFA.
Sailing Club, 7-9 p.m., Totman.
DZ Animal Fair, All day, Women's
Lounge.
Bridge, 7-10 p.m., Men's Lounge.
VTA, 7-8 p.m., Main Lounge.
Square Dance, Faculty, 7:30-10:30
p.m., Lobby.
FRIDAY, DEC.9
Prism I'ictures, 1-5 p.m., Bump,.

Scholarships Available
All upperclassmen interested in
scholarship aid through the University
must apply at Student Aid Office, East
Annex, between Dec. 12-Jan. 13, Robert C. Worrick, Assistant Director of
Student Aid & Placement.

Student-Faculty Relations, 4-5:30
p.m., Davis.
SRA, Lobby.
SATURDAY,DEC. 10
Games Night, 8-11:30 p.m., Men's
Lounge.
Jingle Ball, 8-11:30 p.m., Main
Lounge.
SUNDAY,DEC. 11
MCA Carol Rehearsing, 7-7:30 p.m.,
Bangor.
AOPi Tea, 1:30-4 p.m., Women's
Lounge
MONDAY,DEC. 12
Phi Mu,7-10:30 p.m., Totman.
TUESDAY,DEC. 13
Placement Interviews,9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Lown.
WSGA,7-9 p.m., Bumps.
Inquirers Class, 7-8:30 p.m., FFA.
IVCF,6:45-7:45 p.m., Totman.
Sigma Pi, 7-10 p.m., 1912.
Outing Club, 8-10 p.m., Davis.
Mrs. Maine Pot Luck Supper,
5-11 p.m., Main Lounge.

(A message from IBM— where progress is engineered)

Pioneer
or "Routineer"?
In simplest possible terms, there are two basic courses
open to you when you apply your engineering degree in
the business world ... you can "routineer" or pioneer. As
a routineer you will fill in the details of other men's
concepts. As a pioneer you will operate on the frontiers
of your chosen field—helping originate new concepts.
Which course you follow depends largely on the field you
select and the company you join.
There is underway today, in business, science, and government, a quiet but far-reaching revolution in the automation
of office equipment and procedures. The use of electronic
data processing machines—for performing complex scientific computations ...for handling huge volumes of business
data—is still in its infancy. For engineers in data
processing, new horizons unfold in endless succession.
IBM's leadership in the field of data processing is due
largely to our reliance on pioneer engineering. Many
years ago IBM deliberately set out to build the kind of
engineering climate ... the facilities, the freedom, the
associations ...that would attract and stimulate the pioneer.
If you want to pioneer in a dynamic new field. IBM offers
an unusual opportunity to make important and rewarding
contributions.

Peopie
!
'
4. 141' 41 61 PARK'S'
ccs°
PARK'S HARDWARE
11 VARIETY
Orono, Maine
Mill Street
•

talk with

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION about IBM,
your college placement director or write to
W. M. Hoyt, IBM, 390 Madison Ave.,
New York 22., N. Y.

SKIS and BINDIIIIIS
at factory prices
Ill hickory—Laminated
with steel edges.
From Novice to Pro
Models
812.00 up
SAMPLES AT
Henry Morton,.5T.1
Tel. 6-4457

Producer of electronic
data processing machines, electric
typewriters, and
electronic time equipment
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Cornerstone
Foreign Student From Ethiopia
For New Dorm Has Toured Much Of World
To Be Laid
Pascal Woldermarian, a junior from Ethiopia, could be called
BY ED DAMON

Cornerstone laying ceremonies a world or international student.
Now 24, Pascal, majoring in general of Maine, recommended the United
for the new million dollar wom- agriculture,
has been away from home States and the University of Maine as
en's dormitory will be held Tues- except for short visits since 1941. a better place to study agriculture.
day, December 13, at two p.m.
Pascal, or "Wolly" as he is known
In 1941 he went to Egypt. He

John Littlefield, city editor of the Maine Campus, gives a few
pointers on newspaper make-up to, left to right, Marianne Schmidt,
Bettye Hyndman, and Carol Burry. The girls were among those
attending the first Campus training program Monday evening. All
University students who have any interest in journalism are welcome
to attend future sessions. The next training class will be Thursday,
Jan. 5, at 7 p.m. in Fernald Hall.
(Photo by Meinecke)

Why the editor
of a great newspaper
reads The Reader's Digest

Officials To Attend
graduated from a French high school
Present at the ceremonies will be while there, ten years in all. After
President Arthur A. Hauck; Dean of graduation he went to France for a
Women Edith Wilson; trustees, Mrs. year at the University of Paris.
Clarence C. Little of Bar Harbor, and Former Resident
Miss Jessie Fraser of Veazie; Miss
While in Paris he met an old friend,
Velma Oliver, head of Women's Hous- the dean
of technology at Cairo Uniing; Alonzo J. Harriman, architect; versity. The dean, a
former resident
William C. Wells, Manager of Dormitories; and William Salter, president
of Stuart and Williams, the contracting concern.
The presidents of the Women's
Dormitories will attend the cornerstone laying as official delegates of
Norman Temple, of the Maine Detheir respective sections.
partment of Industry and Commerce,
Also present will be represenwill speak at a meeting of the class in
tatives from the All-Maine Wom- Maine Government
at the University
en, Panhellenic Council, Sopho- on Thursday, December 8, at 3 p.m.,
more Eagles, and Sue Bogert, in 22 Wingate Hall.
president of the Women's Student
His subject will be "The Work of
Government.
the Department of Industry and ComThe "dream dorm," which will be merce." A question period will folready for occupancy in the fall of low the talk. This is one of a series
1956, will have sealed in its corner- arranged by Professor Edward F.
stone a number of University publica- Dow, head of the department of histions and documents concerning cur- tory and government at the Universirent life and activities of women ty. The public is invited.

Temple To Address
Government Class

BETTS BOOKSTORE
16 State St.
Bangor

BOOKS

GIFTS

YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

PARK AMUSEMENT COMPANY
4
,
4444'1
041.0414-4..INIVVNININI
,
"""MIN4#4.4
,

"The Reader's Digest publishes controversial and important articles, regardless of the pressures that may prevail.
This is a valid reason for the respect with which The
Reader's Digest is read by millions like myself, not only
in the United States but throughout thefree world."
Ogden Reid, President and Editor, New York Herald Tribune, Inc.

In December Reader's
Digest don't miss:
CONDENSATION FROM THE $4.50 BOOK: "THE
MIRACLE OF LOURDES." The cures at this
Catholic shrine—cures of the hopelessly sick and
crippled—have stirred controversy for years. Now
a Protestant(who lived in this French town,questioned doctors, nurses and patients) verifies facts
about Lourdes and its miracles.
NOW TO WRITE FASTER. Want to double your writing
speed in a short time? Here's an easy system of
word abbreviation that can help you make full,legible note;in classrooms, at lectures; take messages
over the phone—may even help you land a job.
MYSTERY OF EASTER ISLAND. On a remote Pacific
isle stand giant,stone-age statues—some weighing
30 tons. Who carved them? How did they get there?
Story of one of the world's most baffling mysteries.
REDISCOVERING AMERICA.A realsupermarket,Negro
major-league ball players, luxury motels, "do-ityourself"servantleas homes—Paul Gallico tells the
amazing revolution that greets an American returning to his country after 15 years abroad.

Get December Reader's Digest
at your newsstand today—only 250
38 articles of lasting interest, including the best from leading
magazines and current books, condensed to save your time.

BIJOU - Bangor
Saturday through Tuesday

Wed., Thurs., Fri.

Dec. 10-11-12-13

Dec. 14-15-16

"QUEEN BEE"

"ESCAPE TO BURMA"

Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan

In Technicolor
Robert Ryan, Barbara Stanwyck

PARK
BANGOR

5TRNSID
ORONO

Fri., Sat., Dec. 9-10
"THIS ISLAND EARTH"
In Technicolor
Jeff Morrow. Faith Domergue
plus
"LAY THAT RIFLE DOWN"
Judy Canova, Robert Lowery
Sun., Mon.. Tues.
Dee. 11-12-13
"PRIZE OF GOLD"
In Technicolor
Richard Widmark Mai
Zetterling
plus
"THE MARAUDERS"
In Technicolor
Dan Duryea, Jeff Richards,
Keenan Wynn
Wed.,Thurs., Dee. 14-15
"ANCHORS AWEIGH"
In Technicolor
Frank Sinatra, Kathyrn Grayson
and Gene Kelly
plus Featurette
"THE LIVING SWAMP"
in Color

Thurs., Dec. 15
Glen Ford, Barbara Stanwyck
In Cinemascope—Drama—
Excellent
"VIOLENT MEN"
6:30-8:30
Feature 6:50-8:50
Fri. & Sat., Dec. 16-17
Donald O'Connor, Martha
Hyer
In Comedy—Good
"FRANCIS IN THE NAVY"
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:30
Feature 3:00; 7:00-9:00
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Dee. 18-19-20
"LAND OF PHARAOHS"
In Cinernascope--Drama—
Excellent
Jack Hawkins, Joan Collins
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:30
Feature 3:15;6:40-8:40
Wed.& Than., Dec. 21-22
John Payne, Mary Murphy
In Vista Vision—Drams—
Good
"HELL'S ISLAND"
6:30-8:30
Feature 7:00-9:00

on campus, came to this country in
1953 and entered Fryeburg Academy
where he spent five months practicing
English. Then he entered the University with the class of 1957.
Wolly has many ideas about this
country and the state of Maine. He
is an avid basketball fan and hasn't
missed a Maine home game since he
has been here.
No Interest In Football
Football, however, as it is played
here offers nothing of interest to him.
"If football here," said "Wolly," "was
as it is in Europe (soccer) I would go
to games."
A tennis and swimming enthusiast,
Pascal doesn't think Maine is the place
for him to learn about the United
States. He thinks if he were in a
state with a big population he would
learn more about the people and the
customs.
He is quick to add "But I like the
people of Maine."
"Wolly's" pet peeve concerns the
general lack of knowledge here about
other countries. He believes that people should have at least a geographical knowledge of other nations.
Language A Barrier
"The reason American students have
trouble and don't know other countries," he said, "is because of the
language difficulties. Students here
don't like languages.''
He says languages are very easy to
learn and offers as proof the fact that
he speaks five languages fluently. His
languages are Amharic, his native
tounge, French, Arabic, Italian, and
English.
The language difficulty reminded
"Wolly" of his first experience in the
United States.
He had been in New York for
about an hour when he saw people
going into a little place off the sidewalk. "I followed them in and saw
that it was a hot dog place. When I
asked the man for a sausage and he
told me that there was no sausage,
only hot dogs, I pointed it out. (In
Ethiopia, hot dogs are called sausage).
He said that is a hot dog. Misunderstanding what he meant by "hot dog,"
I went away, disillusioned."
Miss Food
Continuing on the subject of food
he said, "American foods are good
and rich, but they don't have the
finesse of French cooking. Since I
came here I completely lost my appetite. I miss my native food very
much."

a

When in Bangor stop m

The Pilet's Grill
Opposite Dow Field—
Hammond St.

"We Cater to Parties
Riad Banquets"

Opera House
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Dec. 8-9-10
(2—Thrilling Features)
"TARANTULA"
starring
John Agar & Mara Corday
also
"RUNNING WILD"
starring
William Campbell, Mamie
Van Doren
Sun., Mon., Tues,
Dee. 114243
Jack Palance, Shelley Winters
in
"I DIED A 1000 TIMES"
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Top-Rated Colby Favored
In Home Contest Friday

MAX BURRY
(Sports Editor)

,
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Bea4 gad-4 Cagers To Face Colby, Bates
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Fresh back from a week-end victory over Yankee Conference
rival Vermont, and the State Series opener against Bowdoin Wednesday, Coach Hal Woodbury's Pale Blue quintet will take the court
against the powerful Colby Mules Friday evening at 8:15 in Memorial Gym.

We can think of no better way to open up a basketball season
than traveling to a foreign court and whipping a higher rated team,
and that's exactly what the varsity Bears did at Vermont Saturday
night.
Gus Folsom's alertness produced a stolen ball for the Pale Blue
quintet which resulted in two Maine points and ultimately, the game.
Although Burkhardt was fouled with 11 seconds remaining, the
stellar Catamount and the rest of Fuzzy Evans' combination couldn't
grind out a victory.
Burkhardt dropped in the first free throw and then took the
ball out from mid-court in a final, desperate point attempt. Three
shots at the basket failed and the game ended, Maine 54, Vermont
53.
The courtmen of Hal Woodbury turned in good performances
at Burlington, showing Maine fans that the season might not be so
dismal as some critics think. Spirit and determination weigh heavily
in basketball, as in all athletic contests, and the Maine team certainly isn't lacking in either of these two essential traits. Keep your
eye on the hoop Bears, the season has just begun!
Just Jottings: Yale walloped Colby 96-74 at New Haven Saturday ... who said the Mules are invincible? .. . Rumors are sifting through that Vermont wants to pull out of the Yankee Conference. Should have details on this soon....
Wes Scrone, who captained the University of Maine ski team
last year, is training in Walla Walla, Washington, for the 1956
Olympics. The Olympic committee will select only one single-event
man to participate in the Olympics because of financial limitations,
but who knows ... maybe the former Bear great will carry the
United States' colors in the ski competition next year. . Thurlow
Cooper, Black Bear end who has been named to a host of "All" grid
squads this fall was given a berth on the All-New England squad
picked by one of the Boston papers. ... Would Maine take a bowl
offer in football? This is a big question on campus since Rhody
played against Jacksonville in the Refrigerator Bowl Sunday.
some say yes and others no, but our guess is that the answer would
be negative! ... The team to watch this year is Jack Butterfield's
frosh quintet, it's a combination of champions.. .. And, as a final
note, we look for the sophomores to provide some real competition
for the varsity lettermen on the Bear ski team.

Intramurals

Franconia Meet Saturday Will
Open 1955-56 Hickory Season
The 1955-56 edition of the University of Maine ski team will
swing into action, weather and snow conditions permitting, this week
Sterling Huston, one of Coach
end at Franconia, N. H., when the Black Bears will compete in the Hal Woodbury's dependable junGiant Slalom and Cross Country events Saturday and Sunday.
iors, will be counted upon heavily
Coach Ted Curtis called the annual Sanborn, Leroy Moulton, Art
Clark,
event a "pre-season test." The top and Roger
Lund. Jim Gilson and
collegiate and non-collegiate amateur
Kelly Elliot are juniors who will be
competitors in the East will be on
vying for honors on the 1955-56
hand to give the Pale Blue combinasquad.
tion top-flight competition in their first
The ski team is the only varsity
meet of the current season.
athletic
team which doesn't sponser a
Although the Franconia meet will
be the first actual competition for the freshman squad, but freshmen are
Curtisinen, most of the team members welcordito work out with the varsity
have been conditioning since October. and pffrun the regular ski meets.
Curtis said that the skiers have been Curtis said that by the time the frosh
running on the crass-country course skiers become sophomores he knows
frequently and have spent considerable just about how good they are.
Curtis noted that there are a numtime conditioning with calisthenics.
ber of freshmen working out with the
Gaps To Fill
Three lettermen graduated in June varsity at the present time. The ski
and left gaps for Maine's veteran ski coach wouldn't commit himself as to
mentor to fill. Wes Scrone, John exactly how good either the varsity or
Knowles. and Bill Johnson were the the yearling skiers are because until
three graduates who consistently this week lack of snow prevented the
turned in good performances last sea- hickorymen from running time trials.
son.
This year Curtis expects Frank Morgan, John Bragoli, Milton "Mickey"
Christie, Bruce Reed, Leon Akers, and
a host of promising sophomores to
pace the Maine squad.
Curtis said that Morgan should
show up well in the downhill slalom
The anal freshman-sophoand Bragoli will probably lead the more track
meet slated for Saturteam in jumping. Bragoli is rated as
day at 2 p.m. in the field house
one of the better jumpers in the state.
will be the "kickoff meet for the
Christie will be heavily counted Maine
indoor track season. Satupon this year for the downhill, slaurday's
meet will see a new crop
downhill-slalom
combined.
lom, and
last year he saw very limtied action of yearling trackmen out to unbut did very well when he entered seat a strong sophomore combicompetition. Reed will probably see nation.
a lot of action in the jump and crossThe first varsity meet will be held
country events.
at Bates January 7.
Expects Sophomores
Coach Chester Jenkins, who has
Sophomores who Curtis expects to coached track at the University since
hand in good performances are Wayne 1928, said last week that he expects

Frosh-Sophomore
Track Meet Set
For 2 P.M. Saturday

The varsity cagers will travel to hopefuls of coach Bob Peck.
Lewiston Wednesday for the last game
Although Colby was defeated by
before Christmas recess. At Lewis- Yale in a Saturday tilt at New Haven,
ton the Bears will meet with the Bates the Mules are reported to be just as
strong, if not stronger, than they were
a year ago.
Bob Raymond, one of the better
Mule courtmen, didn't see action in
the Eli game due to an injury, but
teammates Bob Bruns, Charley Twigg
Intrmural basketball action through
and Johnny Edes provided plenty of
next Thursday includes:
spark for the Waterville combination.
Tonight
Colby Favored
7:00
The Mules are heavy favorites to
ND 9 vs. C. Oak
sweep the State Series crown for the
Off-Campus vs. S. H.H.H.
sixth consecutive season according to
8:00
press reports. Coach Lee Williams
Corb.4 vs. Corb. 1
has guided his combination to 42
ND 12 vs. E. Oak
wins in the past 45 Colby State Series
9:00
games.
Dunn 4 vs. Dunn 2
On the Bates basketball scene, the
hart 2 vs. Hart 4
Bobcats dropped a narrow three-point
Monday
decision to New Hampshire Friday
7:00
and have since lost to Brandeis 87-77.
No. H31.11. vs. ND 8
The Lewiston aggregation lost the
Hart 3 vs. Hart 1
New Hampshire tilt on the foul line,
8:00
hitting only 17 of 38 attempts. Coach
So. Apts. vs. Cabins
Bob Peck plans to run extensive deSigma Chi vs. TKE
fensive drills and stress foul shots
9:00
during the next few weeks.
Dunn 4 vs. Dunn 1
The "big guns" for the Bobcats
Sig Ep vs. Phi Mu
this season are Will Callender. JohnWednesday
ny Manteiga, and Jack Hartleb. Cal7:00
lender dunked in 17 points against
Lambda Chi vs. Phi Kap
UNH, while Manteiga posted 28 and
Kappa Sig vs. Alpha Gam
Hartleb rounded out the scoring with
8:00
24.
Tau Ep vs. ATO
Defeat Vermont
C. Oak vs. Newman
In the game at Vermont Saturday,
9:00
the Woodburymen eked out a thin
Delta Tau vs. Beta
54-53 decision over Coach Fuzzy
Corb.3 vs. ND 5
Scores of recently played intramural Evans' spirited Catamounts. A stolen
ball by Gus Folsom turned the tide in
games follow:
the final seconds of the clash and VerHart 2, 39 Hart 1, 27
mont was unable to score before the
Dunn 1, 47 Dunn 3,37
game ended.
SAE 68 Phi Eta 63
The Pale Blue coach concluded by
Phi Kap 58 ATO 39
saying that the two teams were very
Sig Ep 35 Theta Chi 27
evenly matched, although each squad
Alpha Gam 61 TKE 33
was "ragged" as far as shooting was
Beta 38 Sigma Chi 31
concerned.
Phi Gam 54 Tau Ep 33

in the 1955-56 varsity basketball
season. Huston, who stands
6' 4", is shown executing one of
his specialties, a two-handed jump
(Photo by Meinecke)
shot.

the team to be "the same in general as
last year." The loss of four key lettermen, however, may handicap the
track bears.
Jenkins was referring to Bill Calkin, Chellis Smith, Dave Smith, and
Tom Shea. The veteran Bear coach
said that all four of these men who
graduated in June will be greatly
missed this year.
Calkin, an excellent sprinter and
hurdler who set a number of Maine
records, was a top point winner last
season. Jenkins said that at present
there is no one who can fill Calkin's
shoes in those two events.
Chellis Smith, who reached 13 feet
in the pole vault; Dave Smith, a topnotch weightman; and Shea, who won
honors in broad jumping: all graduated in June.

Track Slate Revised
Faculty manager of athletics,
Ted Curtis, announced that a revision has been made in the indoor track schedule. The Black
Bears will meet Bowdoin in the
Maine field house January 21 in
place of the intramural meet.
The intramural event has been
rescheduled for February 25.
Curtis said that the meet with
Bowdoin is an annual affair and
will be held alternately at Orono
and Brunswick.

Rifle Team In Norwich Match
After Losing To Vermont By 26
Coach Captain M. A. C. Gardner's varsity marksmen are back
on the Maine rifle range this week shooting a postal match against
Norwich, attempting to avenge last Saturday's loss at Vermont.
Bears Lose
In their first shoulder-to-shoulder
match of the current season, the Black
Bear riflemen lost to Vemont by a
1395-1369 margin. The Maine team
traveled to Burlington, Vt., with the
varsity basketball squad.
Coach Gardner said that Vermont
"had a good team, steady but not
spectacular." Gardner pointed out
that Maine has been shooting approximately 1400 in practices and postal
matches. The Bear mentor felt that
the team was capable of shooting well
above the 1369 mark that was posted
at Vermont and said that he expected
a lot of improvement in the next
shoulder-to-shoulder match against
Bowdoin January 14.
Sophomore Trio
Three sophomores made the trip
with the team to Vermont Saturday
with no shoulder-to-shoulder experience in varsity competition. Gardner
said that the second-year trio didn't
fare too well at the meet, but that the
experience they gained at Burlington
should pay off for the Bears in the
Bowdoin match.
Milton Friend, firing in the number

one slot for the Bears, posted
288 point total to win top honaorhsigh
in
the Vermont match.

Yearlings Face
Ricker, P.J.C.
The University of Maine freshman
basketball squad will play two games
before the holiday recess, meeting with
Portland Junior College tomorrow
night and then playing against Ricker
College Saturday. Both tilts are slated
for 6:15 p.m. in Memorial Gym.
Coach Jack Butterfield said earlier
this week that the starting lineup for
these two games will probably be
taken from the following yearling
hopefuls: Carl Ambrose, Ralph York,
Ronnie Boynton, Dick Russell, Dave
Deshon, John Daigneault, Dave Muncy, John McKay, and Charlie Stubbert.
Only two out-of-state freshmen survived the 59 man cut which shaved the
first year team down to 20 candidates.

Orono, Maine, December 8,1955
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Students Seek
Rides For Xmas

Increased Enrollment
Has Already Begun

(Continued from Page One)

BY MILT HUNTINGTON
(Second in a series of articles concerning the growth of the University.)

The impending increase in University enrollment began this
semester when 275 more students than originally anticipated began
their studies here. The potential increase of 1000 by 1965, suggested
by President Arthur Hauck, brings up the question, "How will this
affect admission requirements at the University?"
Has Obligation
The administration feels the University has a certain obligation to
residents of the state over out-of-state
students regarding entrance requirements and tuition.
According to Percy Crane, Director of Admissions, entrance requireremain the same for the
ments
present, although the various departmental colleges may be more selective in their choice of students. This
will depend on the number of openings in each respective college.
Crane said that the University does
not intend to discourage the admission
of out-of-state students because of the
obvious obligation to other states,
especially in New England. As Maine
does not have professional colleges
in such fields as medicine and textiles, students are dependent on other
states for education in these fields.
The possibility of another increase
in out-of-state tuition to help to meet
University costs has been considered
but nothing definite has been decided.
according to Crane. The increase of
non-resident tuition has become the
trend in other universities and colleges
throughout the United States.
The enrollment study committee
with George Crosby, registrar, as

Newman Club Plans
Annual Xmas Sale
The Newman Club and the Campion Club of the University will hold
their annual Christmas Fair at Newman Hall on Wednesday, December
7. Co-chairmen of the event are Mrs.
Francis Sullivan and Richard Barter.
The fair will feature articles for
sale that are suitable for Christmas
gifts.
One of the top prizes to be awarded
during the fair will be a cedar hope
chest. Tickets for this prize are now
being sold by members of the two
clubs.

chairman, holds the spotlight at present. Until a survey of secondary
schools and the number of veterans
expected in the future is determined
by this committee, department heads.
administration and faculty are unable
to state definitely what they will do to
solve their many problems.
Requirements The Same
Despite the 1000 more students in
1965 suggested by President Hauck,
Mr. Crane felt it safe to say that admission requirements will remain
practically the same as far as scholastic background of students is concerned.

Prominent in the Phi Kappa Phi initiation program which was
held recently at the Union were, left to right, Assistant Professors
Ingeborg MacKellar, chairman of the program committee; John M.
Romanyshyn, guest speaker; and Herbert J. Edwards, Maine chapter correspondent for the Phi Kappa Phi Journal.

Elms To Challenge Dunn Hall On Campus QuizShow
Appearing for the fifth consecutive
week on the campus quiz show "Guess
What," the Elms will challenge Dunn
Hall Monday night.
Students on campus are invited to
send in suggestions for the game,

which resembles "Twenty Questions."
Topics cover history, news, fiction and
campus objects, and may range from
Capt. Ahab's wooden leg in "Moby
Dick" to Prof. Bricker's cigarette
holder.

327 Corbett.
To New York City, Paul Francis,
220 Dunn Hall, Wayne Libby, 225
Dunn Hall.
To Boston, Needham, Mass., and
vicinity, Mike Michelsen, 411 Oak
Hall.
To Hartford, Conn., Bob Jervis,
307 Corbett.
To South Portland, Portland, Dick
Libby, Stillwater Corner.
To Florida, Louis Mathews, MRB-1
Bangor, phone 8398.
To Kittery, Dan Foley, 417 Hart
Hall.
To Philadelphia, John U. Goodman,
34 Crosby St., Orono, phone 6-8545.
To Syracuse, N. Y., and area, Gus
Gregory, call 9-2231.
To Biddeford, Maine, Thomas
Georgacarakos, North Dorm 5, phone
6-4402.
To New York City or New Jersey,
Ingrid Jadamowitz, 18 Chadbourne
Hall; Barbara Stevenson, 10 Chadbourne Hall.
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John Kennedy asks:

How much
travel
is there
in technical
sales work?
JOHN T. KENNEDY is working toward his B.S. degree in chem1957. He's
ical engineering from Notre Dame University in June
active in the
is
and
A.I.Ch.E.
of
branch
student
the
of
member
a
Because
Young Christian Students and in the Chicago Club.
starting
he's
early,
plans
employment
make
John feels one should
his investigations during his junior year.

Classified
Riders Wanted Dec. 16. 1955

A. Hicks Lawrence answers:

Desire two (2) riders to Washington,
D. C. (or points between Orono and
Virginia. Leaving 12:00 Noon. December 16. 1955. Contact Charles P.
Simpson 25-B So. Apts.
Learn ballroom dancing. Class every
Thursday evening at 8:00. BANGOR.
Josephine Shanley School of Dance,
Studio 16 Broad St. Each lesson $1.00.

CRAIG
The Tailor
Specialising in
Dependable
Service

• Cleaning
•• Pressing
• Repairing
Contact our Campus
Agents
3 Mill Street, Orono
Tel. 6-3635

A. HICKS LAWRENCE, JR., earned his B.E. degree from Yale in June 1940 and joined Du Pont
in the following month as an analytical chemist.
He progressed steadily at various plants, from
line foreman to shift supervisor to senior supervisor. In 1949 he applied his technical training to
sales work. Today Mr. Lawrence is a sales manager in the "Kinetic" Division of Du Pont's
Organic Chemicals Department.

WANT TO KNOW MORI about technical sales
at Du Pont? Send for"The Du Pont Company
and the College Graduate." This booklet contains a section on sales work and also gives
many interesting details about the technical
staff and laboratory facilities which stand behind a salesman. Write to E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 2521 Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware.
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Well, John, as the Old Man of the Sea told Sinbad the
Sailor,"The quantity of travel varies with the specific
situation encountered." Ofcourse, you'll never be ship-wrecked or encounter the other travel problems that
Sinbad did, but a man shouldn't seriously consider a
career in sales work unless he really enjoys travel. Most
of our sales personnel do just that, because the work
itself provides so many rewards and satisfactions. It's
not unusual for a representative to be away from home
base 30 to 60 per cent of the time.
You see, John,for a good salesman,every trip means
meeting new people, new situations, and new challenges. Every one of these offers a chance to display
individual initiative. Perhaps the customer will need
technical advice on applying our product to a specific
item he's developing. The Du Pont salesman may
choose to use his own experience and "trouble-shoot"
on the spot. On the other hand, he may refer the problem to "home base," where he knows he'll be backed
up by a strong technical organization. This knowledge
naturally stimulates a salesman and heightens his interest in his work. He knows that he never travels alone.
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